Week Two endeavor
In the endeavor kits, there are little bags with sun stickers and clings. The sunSTICKERS are in
the brown bag (each child will need their own) and
sunCLINGS are in the white bag (one per family). The
clings are intended for the map and the stickers for
endeavor Supplies:
the water bottles.

H

ow can I be a light to the
world in my home, school
and neighborhood?

• Bible
• Illustrated Map of ABQ
• sunCLINGS
• sunSTICKERS
• Water Bottle (1 per child)

“When Jesus is in us, his light shines from us and through us”
1 Corinthians 4:12 (CSB) we labor, working with our own hands. When we are reviled,
we bless; when we are persecuted, we endure it; when we are slandered, we respond
graciously.
This week, we will focus on the communities we have been placed in to shine the “light” of
Jesus. We will practice this by serving someone (or multiple people) in the communities we
encounter during the week. Think of people and places you see often, such as your home, school,
and neighborhood. These are just some ways Jesus’ light shines from us and through us.

Family Endeavor
Choose a place and/or person who is representative of the community you wish to serve and:

- Pray over them (such as, walk around your school and pray for all the teachers that are

working so hard to teach their students or pray for the grocery clerk as you fi nish paying for your
groceries.)

- Serve them (such as, surprise your mom with doing an extra chore or ask your brother/

sister how you can serve them this week and then do it.)

- Love them (such as, leave a bouquet of flowers on a neighbor’s porch or place a goodie
bag in your mailbox with a note thanking your mail-person.)

*Reminder to place a sunCLING on your map and sunSTICKER on your child’s water bottle as a reminder of
your acts of service and a way you are shining your lights.

